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Ex 1: Complete the passage with the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

Shakira - A Star In Two Worlds 

 Shakira, who was born in Columbia, is one of the best pop stars to come from Latin America. 

She had an (1. interest)   childhood. Her mother was Colombian and her father was 

Lebanese, so she listened to a lot of different styles of music. As a result, her own music is very (2. 

origin)  . Shakira is also (3. usual)    because she records songs both in Spanish 

and English. Her first album Magia was released in 1991. It wasn’t as (4. success)    as she 

hoped, so she changed careers for a while and took a part in Colombia’s biggest TV soap opera. This 

made her (5. fame)    and sales of her second album were much better. The album sold 

millions of copies in Latin America, Spain, and the USA. Since then, Shakira has become an 

international star. 

Ex 2: Use to-infinitives or bare infinitives to complete the following sentences. 

1. The Vietnamese authorities decided     files on “Don ca tai tu Nam bo” to 
UNESCO. (submit) 

2. In “Hat Gheo”, the boy and girl look at each other because they would like    their feelings 
during the performance. (express) 

3. With an oar, the actor of “Tuong” try     the viewers the boat fast sailing, wavering 
due to waves, making the viewers feel as though they were on the boat. (show) 

4. This type of acting in Tuong makes the actors     their individuality and transform 
themselves into the characters of the play. (give up) 

5. 21st Century Fox decided    “American Idol” after the last season of 2016. (cancel) 

6. Aguilera’s hit single “Genie in a Bottle” made her    a Grammy Award for Best New 
Artist. (get) 

7. Aguilera continued   , and in 1990, she earned the second place in the TV programme “Star 
Search”. (perform) 

8. Adele has planned     her new album after the success of “Hello” and “25”. (release) 

9. Vietnamese viewers expect foreign-origin reality shows    a “breath of fresh air” to TV 
channels. (bring) 

10. TV viewers could see the contestants of the Vietnam’s Next Top Model    confidently 
on the catwalk. (perform) 

Ex 3: Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

1. “Don ca tai tu Nam bo” is a practice that helps    people together   on the land and rivers 
of the Mekong Delta region. 
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 A. bringing - work  B. to bring - to work  

 C. to bringing - working D. be brought - to working 

2. To celebrate 60 years of the Eurovision Song Contest, Australia has been given a place in the 
  . 

 A. end B. stop C. final D. bottom 

3. Indonesians really enjoy Dangdut, a kind of Indonesian popular music, because the   
  beat compels listeners to dance together in the Ghoomar style. 

 A. power B. powerful C. powerless D. powerfully 

4. The first ever Junior Eurovision Song Contest (JESC)    in Denmark, in 2003. 

 A. took part B. took place C. took advantage D. took care 

5. Vietnam Idol, a music reality show, is becoming popular among young    who love to 
watch their generation on TV. 

 A. spectators B. singers C. audiences D. teenage 

6. Some contestants manage   the fame from the TV game shows. 

 A. gain B. gaining C. to be gained D. to gain 

7. The local authorities will cooperate with the Department of Education and training    the 
traditional music in the schools next year. 

 A. to teach B. teach C. teaching D. taught 

8. My Tam made her fans    surprised when she was given the title of “Asia’s Music Legend” 
in 2014. 

 A. feel B. felt C. feeling D. to feel 

9. The clown in a Cheo play seems to be a supporting role,    actually he or she is very 
important to the performance. 

 A. and B. but C. so D. or 

10. The main sponsors of “American Idol” including Coca-Cola and AT&T have  left,    
finance becomes a big problem. 

 A. and B. but C. so D. or 

 


